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Abstract
The provision of, and participation in, workplace training and development has
received significant recent attention in Australia in the face of rapid technological
change, an ageing labour force and a growing skill shortage. Accordingly, many
organisations have put in place policies and practices that ostensibly aim to
encourage and support increased employee participation in training programs. From
a theoretical perspective, human capital theory offers substantial insights into the
economic benefits of training for the employee and the firm, and provides various
predictions about the characteristics of individuals most likely to choose training
programs. Drawing on an experimental choice analysis conducted in an Australian
public sector organisation, this paper examines the applicability of some of these
theoretical predictions to workplace training. In particular, it focuses on the training
choices of highly educated workers.

Introduction
In the face of rapid and unrelenting change within the workplace, Australian workers
are told of the manifold benefits of maintaining and improving their skill levels
through training opportunities. Indeed, the rhetoric of ‘lifelong learning’ infuses
almost all workplaces in Australia (McKenzie 1999; Burke 2000). However, the need
for the continual improvement in the capacities of employees is often seen as
increasingly problematic given the drastic demographic change confronting Australia
and many other Western nations, and the commensurate reduction in the propensity to
train that appears to accompany ageing workers (Hancock, 2006). Existing empirical
evidence indicates that there is a significant underinvestment in training and that this
may be ‘deskilling’ the labour force. In short, despite substantial benefits to be gained
for the worker and the employer, the quantum of workplace training appears to fall
well short of its economically optimal level. Economists point to the conundrum of
the financing of general training, in particular, as a partial causal factor of this
problem. In an attempt to resolve this dilemma, the Australian government has even
trialled the mandatory provision of workplace training in the form of the Training
Guarantee Act (Commonwealth of Australia 1990, No. 59), ostensibly forcing
employers to provide minimum levels of training to their workers.
However, there is another largely neglected side to this equation - worker willingness
to participate in such programs. In an effort to grasp at least some of the empirical
dimensions of this latter aspect of the workplace training problem, this paper
examines the worker’s choice to participate in workplace training programs within a
large public sector organisation in Victoria, and focuses specifically on departures
from the predictions of orthodox human capital theory.

The paper itself consists of eight main parts. Section two provides a synoptic
description of some salient background factors that combine to make training an issue
of major concern for organisations. Section three outlines various pertinent theoretical
aspects of the problem. Section four discusses the choice modelling employed in the
paper before section five explains the experimental design of the empirical study
conducted in a large public sector organisation. Section six develops the econometric
models of training choice employed in the paper and section seven considers the
implications of these models from an organisational perspective. The paper ends with
some brief concluding remarks in section eight.

Background
The Australian economy has experienced substantial structural and economic change
over the past two decades (Shah, Fischer et al. 2001). This era has seen a paradigmatic
policy shift towards an emphasis on market forces. Many public sector activities have
been curtailed, privatised or restructured in an attempt to achieve efficiency gains
(Quiggin 1999). Economic activity has become more diversified with less reliance on
primary production and manufacturing and the concomitant rise in the new
‘knowledge industries’ (see, for example, Shah, Fischer et al. 2001). These changes
have provided the impetus for a number of initiatives to improve the skill levels of the
labour force, including the concept of ‘lifelong learning’. Policy documents at
national, state and institutional levels have been increasingly framed in terms of this
lifelong learning perspective (Curtis and McKenzie 2001). The convergence of the
policy aims of decreasing government involvement and fostering the concept of
lifelong learning imply an increased role for the individual in shaping and funding
their own education and training. The imperative to constrain government
expenditure has, according to Anderson (2004, p. 21), been partly encouraged by a
concomitant intention to pursue ‘market-driven efficiency and economic
competitiveness’. The Organisation for Economic and Community Development
(OECD) (1996) attributed the creation of markets for education to the rising
prevalence of an economic paradigm in which:
(C)ompetitive forces are assumed to induce providers to use resources
efficiently and to offer education services in response to the preferences,
needs and interests of learners as consumers. It is a view of education that
gives full weight to the freedom of individuals to choose, and by implication
minimises the direct role of government (p.165).
Anderson (2004, pp.1-2) regards these dual policy thrusts as instrumental in the
‘reconfiguration’ of learners into ‘learner-consumers’ who are assumed to be rational
self-interested agents making choices within an education market. Accordingly,
understanding the choices of these ‘consumers’ becomes essential from a policy
perspective.
However, investment in training brings advantages not only for the economy as a
whole, but also for the firm and the individual. Human capital theory (Becker 1964)
offers a number of enlightening insights in this respect.
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Theoretical framework of human capital theory
Human capital theory is based on a neo-classical view of the world, which considers
that homo economicus may invest in their own ‘human capital’ in much the same way
as the entrepreneur invests in physical capital. Whilst facing some challenges from
proponents of the so-called ‘screening hypothesis’ (Maglen 1990; Maglen 1993), as
well as public choice theorists (see, for instance, Institute of Public Affairs 1990), the
theory of human capital (Becker 1964; Mincer 1970) is perhaps the most well
recognised and widely used theoretical paradigm in the general field of the economics
of education and training. The genesis of the human capital view has long-standing
historical roots. Thomas Hobbes’s Leviathan, originally published in 1658, referred to
‘the value or worth of a man’ (Hobbes 1968 [1651], p. 151), and Adam Smith in 1776
provided the genesis of what was later to become human capital theory (Marginson
1993, p.32). The upshot of this theory is that education and training is an important
economic and social tool (Becker 1964; Mincer 1993). In essence, it holds that
individuals and nations with superior education standards will earn more and enjoy
more rapid economic advancement than less well-educated individuals and nations
(Becker 1964; Mincer 1993; Blundell, Deardin et al. 1999; Piazza- Georgi 2002).
Accordingly, a compelling argument exists which favours the public provision of, and
investment in, education due to its crucial role in growth, prosperity and the
eradication of poverty (Romer 1986; Lucas 1988; Mankiw, Romer et al. 1992;
Marginson 1993; Marginson 1999; Quiggin 1999).
Empirical research accords with this theoretical perspective and identifies substantial
gains from investment in training for both the individual and the organisation. The
prediction that investment in human capital is accompanied by observable economic
benefits for the individual has thus become a stylised fact in the field of the economics
of education and training.
From the firm’s perspective, the primary objective of industry demand for education
and training is to ensure an adequate supply of appropriately trained workers in order
to secure and maintain maximum profits for the enterprise. Firms’ ‘demand’ for
training for their workers will be influenced by various situational factors, such as
workplace culture, economic environment and market structure, along with the
incentive structures in the training, recruitment and labour markets (see, for example
Cookson 1986; Maurer and Tarulli 1994; Bates 2001). Employers, unlike individuals,
do not demand training for their workers’ own benefit per se, but solely for its
relationship to their business strategy (Dessler, Griffiths et al. 2004).
Studies show that investment in education and training has a positive impact on
productivity and that these gains are in excess of those of the individual, but the
estimates of the magnitude of this effect vary greatly (see, for example, Bartel 1994;
1995 and Black and Lynch 1996; 1997). Moreover, some empirical work
demonstrates a strong positive link between the employment of graduates and the
level of adoption of high levels of technology and innovation by the firm (Bishop
1994).
In short, there is substantial agreement that there are non-trivial gains to be had by
organisations and individuals from workplace training. It should be noted at this point
that despite the importance of informal training in organisational settings, the
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difficulty in measuring it and quantifying its impact has tended to result in its frequent
omission from empirical work (Blundell et al.1999 pp2-3). Accordingly, this paper
focuses only on formal training.
Human capital theory also makes a series of predictions about participation in and
timing of training (See, for example, Booth & Snower 2005). Substantial attention
within the human capital approach is also given to the relative apportionment of costs
of training, and the impact of various market failures, but a full exposition of this is
beyond the scope of this paper. For a comprehensive discussion, see Booth and
Snower (1996).
Timing of Education and Training
Human capital theory predicts that most training takes place early in the individual’s
career (Groot 1997; Long, Ryan et al. 2000), since an early outlay provides a longer
time in which to amortise the investment. In addition, as age (and experience)
increases, so do wage rates, and therefore the opportunity cost of investing in human
capital increases with age. Thus, investments made earlier have a higher rate of return
ceteris paribus (Blundell, Deardin et al. 1996). Age earnings profiles typically rise
steeply at first, and then tend to flatten and eventually fall. Human capital theory
suggests that this is due to ‘on-the-job’ training convexity. On-the-job training may be
formal or informal, but all forms of training are costly in the sense that productivity of
learners is low and represents a choice on the part of the employer to accept lower
productivity for the duration of the training in anticipation of higher productivity later
(Long, Ryan et al. 2000). Training, even informal training, typically involves a
significant time commitment on the part of the trainer.
If we accept the imperative for continual up-dating of skills alongside the ageing of
the Australian workforce, this prediction is particularly worrisome (Brooke 2003).
Substantial government policy efforts have been directed at retaining older workers as
a buffer against skills shortages, and insurance against rising pension and health costs
(Access Economics 2001, p. xi). Moreover, as Karmel (2004) has argued, substantial
government attention has also highlighted the unique potential of education and
training to play a role in addressing some of the perceived problems associated with
the ageing population.
Characteristics of Education and Training Participants
Human capital theory also leads us to believe that those who invested most in
schooling will also invest most in training (Carp, Peterson et al. 1974; Blundell,
Deardin et al. 1996; Groot 1997; OECD 1999). Empirical evidence clearly shows that
earnings differentials across workers with different educational attainments tend to
become more pronounced with age. Younger people are more likely to participate in
training since they often learn more quickly and therefore experience lower
psychological and opportunity costs. These are characteristics that are likely to have
allowed individuals endowed in such a way to complete school and undertake postcompulsory education with a reduced opportunity cost. Thus, human capital theory
predicts that those who have already invested significantly in education will also
invest in more training. This explains why this group’s earnings continue to rise long
after their counterparts’ earnings taper off. Some writers conceive of this as a form of
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complementarity between the three components of human; ability, education and
training, and experience (see, for instance, Long et al. 2000).
Whilst these theoretical predictions are useful in attempting to understand the training
decisions of individual employees, empirical evidence appears to be generally ex post
in nature. An alternative possibility lies in the application of a technique known as
choice modeling.

Modelling employee choice to train
One way to examine the preferences of employees in the context of training involves
conceptualising the training course as a ‘product’ and offering individual’s choice sets
in which the product attributes vary. These attributes comprise a ‘bundle’ from which
consumers derive utility or satisfaction. Thus, for example, the hypothetical training
product may consist of attributes such as the price, the amount of time taken to
successfully complete, the type of skills acquired, the transferability of these skills
and so on. Participants’ stated preferences are revealed through their choices between
the hypothetical products. Experimental choice analysis is used in this instance to
investigate the relative importance of factors considered by individual employees in
the context of training.
The behavioural basis of choice modelling is random utility theory developed by
Thurstone (1927) and extended by McFadden (1974). This technique allows
inferences to be made about preferences for choice attributes, based on stated
preferences. Whilst a full examination of this technique is beyond the scope of this
paper, Morrison et al (1996) and Hensher et. al (2005) provide detailed explanations.
Choice modelling relies on the rational economic man postulate, but recognises the
restricted nature of the individual’s decision process and, despite its experimental
nature, more closely approximates a ‘real life’ choice situation than alternative
techniques like traditional or adaptive conjoint analysis. Furthermore, the iterative
experimental design process that cumulatively draws on instances of qualitative data
collection can accommodate the gathering of information specific to the
organisational context. Thus, ‘in-depth’ interviews and ‘focus groups’ are commonly
employed to inform development of meaningful product attributes and levels. In sum,
this approach employs an expanded notion of human agency that largely preserves the
rational choice paradigm, but offers the option of adding psychological and social
considerations.

Methodology
The conduct of a choice experiment first requires the collection of qualitative data to
ensure that the choices respondents are asked to make are realistic and meaningful in
their own context. This phase included in-depth interviews and focus groups with
participants from varying levels and locations within the organisation, which was in
this case a State Government Department. The population comprised 1702 employees
in various locations around the state.
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This organisation employs workers under three broad categories: Scientific, technical
and administrative positions. All employees in the population were emailed on the
organisation’s intranet. The email included pertinent information about the study, and
a link to the questionnaire web-site. There were two versions of the questionnaire,
each with eight choice sets. Through these successive choices, participants thereby
‘reveal’ the trade-offs that drive their decisions. The overall response rate was
21.38%, although a chi-square test showed that the sample was not representative.
This was perhaps not unexpected given the topic of the survey. It might reasonably
been expected that those workers with lower qualification levels may have been more
reluctant to participate1. The survey gathered socio-economic, psychographic and
demographic data in addition to responses to the hypothetical choice scenario on
which the choice sets were based. A key feature of a choice experiment is that it deals
with a hypothetical ‘product’, and respondents must be clear about the characteristics
of this product. In this case, the survey specified that the hypothetical structured
training program provided a formal qualification, was of one year’s duration and was
conducted off-the-job. An example of a choice set appears in Table 1 below.

Table 1: Example of a choice set
Would you choose A, B or C?

Option A
Option B
Option C

Cost to you
(pa)

Leisure hours
lost per week

5000
0

10
5

Career impact

Advance in another sector or industry
Maintain current position
No training

Training models
Data were analysed using LIMDEP to estimate a model. This procedure allows the
formulation of indirect utility functions for the choice ‘to train’ and the choice ‘not to
train’. All attributes exhibited expected signs and proved significant with the model fit
judged as ‘good’ following Hensher and Johnson (1981). The indirect utility functions
estimated for the Training model were as follows:
V1 = β1 Price + β2 Time+ β3 Advance + β4Age*ASC
[1.1]
V2 = β1 Price + β2 Time+ β3 Advance+ β4 Age*ASC
V3 =C1 + β5SCIENCE.

The utility derived from the choice to train (V1 and V2) was:
V = - 0.00030*Price – 0.06161*Time + 0.79446*Advance - 0.02798*Age,
whilst the utility derived from the choice not to train (V3) was:
C1 + 0.68328*Scientist.
1

This makes generalising from this study problematic. Nonetheless, findings from the survey do shed
light on the decision parameters of employees within a particular work environment.
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The coefficients for the three attributes in the Model are significant at the 1% level or
better and have signs which meet a priori expectations. The model explains about
22% of the variation in the data which is regarded as adequate for this type of model
(Hensher and Johnson 1981).
Put simply, the choice to train was negatively influenced by the product attributes of
leisure time forgone and price, and positively influenced by the impact on career
attribute. Increasing age was associated with a reduced propensity to train. However,
as Hensher et al. (2005) observe, demographic characteristics, such as age or science
position within the organisation are, in effect, proxies for unobserved attributes, since
it is only the attributes that can provide a source of utility (p.480).
The utility function V3 represents the utility of choosing the ‘no train’ option and the
constant (C1) captures the unobserved utility emanating from not entering the market
for training. The coefficient represents the relationship between the variable (scientist)
and the propensity to choose the ‘no train’ option. In essence, those who are scientists
were more likely ceteris paribus to choose the ‘no train’ option from amongst the
choice sets.
Model estimation also allows the employment of attribute interactions to shed further
light on the behaviour of various sub-groups in relation to the attributes. More
specifically, those who were older were more sensitive to increases in the time
commitment required, as were those classified as scientists. These groups were also
less likely to choose an option that had a positive impact on their career. Price
sensitivity was associated with advancing age and a job classification as scientist. In
short, attribute interactions in these models reaffirm the negative influence of age, and
a classification as scientist on the selection of a Training option. Some of these
findings in particular are at odds with the conventional human capital approach, and
appear to warrant closer scrutiny from the perspective of the organisation.

Organisational implications of the training model
At this point it may be useful to revisit the predictions of human capital theory in
relation to the timing of training and the characteristics of those most predisposed to
training. In essence, this theory tells us that those who are young and those with
highest existing levels of education will be the most likely to train. Clearly, the
Training Model estimated here provides broad support for the former prediction, and
suggests by implication that organisational policy might well focus upon manipulating
product attributes, in particular time and price, in an attempt to entice further
participation of those of advancing age.
However, the proclivity of scientists to choose not to train lies directly at odds with
the predictions of human capital theory. These individuals represent the most
educated group within the organisation and many scientists possess post-graduate
qualifications (47.6% in this sample). As we argued earlier, one would expect ceteris
paribus that this would translate to an increased willingness to undertake further
training. However, it is likely that there are a number of intervening factors within the
organisation itself, and more specifically its culture, that hinder further uptake by
scientists. The observation that scientists are less positively disposed towards training
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is further illuminated by the qualitative comments from survey participants. For
example:
• Once you have obtained a PhD, there are very few recognised training
opportunities available that would be relevant to the job.
• I don't need further qualifications to keep my position and they would have
little impact on my chance of progression as a scientist.
It appears that this organisation is much more attuned to the benefits of ‘universitytype study’ due to the scientific nature of its core business which may result in
training being seen as the ‘poor cousin’, and primarily tied to the organisation rather
than to their profession. Professionals are distinguished by their intensely felt
affiliation with their profession as opposed to their more tenuous allegiance to their
employer (Pryor 1990). In other words, it is possible that scientists, in particular, saw
participation in training as a matter of organisational rather than professional concern.
For instance, one respondent observed that ‘senior scientists self-educate as a matter
of course (or should!), it just isn't usually formalised’. This commitment does not
appear to translate to the case of workplace training. The data appear to reflect a
pervading perception within the organisation that, unlike further study, much
voluntary training may be simply a ‘waste of time’. As one respondent put it:
•

It [training] comes across as ‘doing training for training’s sake' rather
than to improve skills or performance and seems to be more about
satisfying the hierarchy's need to be able to say (in their own performance
plans, presumably) that they have X numbers of staff undertake X training
course.

This comment ostensibly refers to a perceived gap between the rhetoric of an
organisation that purports to value the learning and development of its workers and
the reality of its practice. This appears problematic if the organisation aims to improve
participation, since those employees directly engaged in the core business of the
organisation who are held in highest regard (i.e. scientists) are resistant to the
suggestion of undertaking further training. Other workers are likely to wonder at the
real importance accorded to learning and development. Martel (2003, p.11), for
example, has found that the role of line managers in encouraging staff to participate is
crucial to maximise participation.

Concluding remarks
Despite some evidence of increased employer provision of training (Smith, 2006),
worker willingness to participate in training programs remains problematic. This is
particularly worrisome in the context of an aging workforce. Results of the modelling
process described in this paper indicate that, in the case of this government
organisation, the overwhelming influence of economic considerations like the amount
of leisure time, the price and the impact on careers in the employees’ decisions to
participate in a training course. Those who are older are less likely to choose any
training option. What is surprising is that, in this context, scientists who have, as a
group, the highest level of existing educational qualifications were also significantly
more likely to choose a no training option. This finding appears to be at odds with the
predications of human capital theory. Given the prevalence of this theoretical
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approach this divergence may be construed to indicate a cultural problem in the way
in which training is perceived within the organisation. Moreover, since these scientists
are afforded high status within the organisation, this reluctance to train potentially
disseminates very powerful negative messages about the efficacy of training to those
lower on the organisational ladder. Previous research has clearly demonstrated strong
links between the attitudes and behaviours of supervisors or managers and
subordinates willingness to participate in training. Despite substantial rhetoric about
the importance of learning and development in this organisation, it appears that the
reality is somewhat at odds with this purported policy direction. In this organisation at
least, training is seen as the ‘poor cousin’ of higher education, and this is reinforced
by the actions of those within upper organisational echelons. This seems to bear out
the importance of organisational behaviour established in earlier empirical work.
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